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Per–lhyh

O
skopÏc authc thc diatrib†c e–nai h mh epopteuÏmenh exÏruxh jematwn apÏ

ke–mena sta ellhnikà kai h omadopo–hsh touc s‘mfwna me autà ta jemata,

Ëtsi ∏ste ta ke–mena pou anafËrontai sto –dio jËma † e–nai parÏmoia, na br–skontai

sthn –dia omàda. Metà apÏ Ëreuna sqetik∏n ergasi∏n, diereun†jhkan dhmofile–c

mËjodoi exagwg†c jemàtwn Ïpwc to LDA allà kai mËjodoi anaparàstashc keimËnou

Ïpwc to BERT kai to FASTTEXT ta opo–a sugkatalËgontai stic teqnolog–ec aiqm†c

pou qrhsimopoio‘ntai gia exagwg† anaparastàsewn keimËnou se morf† dianusmàtwn.

Gia thn axiolÏghsh thc omadopo–hshc twn eggràfwn s‘mfwna me tic anaparastàseic

touc, efarmÏzontai arketËc metrikËc oi opo–ec e–nai endedeigmËnec gia tËtoiou e–douc

ergas–ec.
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Abstract

T he purpose of this thesis is topic of extraction from documents in Greek lan-

guage and document clustering according to these topics, so that documents

that that refer to the same topic or are similar, belong in the same cluster. After

researching related work, popular methods of topic extraction models such as the

LDA and text representation methods such as BERT and FASTTEXT, which are

among the state if the art technologies used to export text representations in the

form of vectors, were explored and applied. To evaluate the document clustering

performance according to their vector embeddings, several metrics are applied which

are suitable for such tasks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem description

The problem this thesis addresses is document clustering and topic mining. This

process aims to assign a document to one or more tags or to one or more categories

because the document may consist of text from di↵erent topics. Each document

consists of a number of words in a specific unique order and is simply a mixture of

di↵erent topics in di↵erent percentages. That is, in a document that talks about

violence in schools, the greatest percentage of the topic of the document may concern

violence, the second greatest percentage may be about school and the third one

may concern children. Assuming this ratio of topics, we could then assign to this

document the labels ”violence”, ”school”, ”children”. It is also possible for this

document to be classified in the ”violence” category.

The input of such a system could be, for example, documents from news sources

or media, and thus it could export categories or clusters depending on the input.

So, each cluster contains all those documents that talk about the same topic or

event. When new document is published talking about the same topic could be

automatically assigned to the corresponding cluster[46] containing documents that

talk about this topic. This way a better automated organization of our data is

achieved without requiring a lot of time or a lot of human resources to do so.

Of course, applications that can take advantage of this technology do not end
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1.1 : Problem description

Figure 1.1: Topic modeling [18].

here. Natural Language Processing (NLP) [52] refers to any data source consist-

ing of text. For example, managing and controlling large-scale service or product

evaluations could be accomplished with this tool. That is, the evaluations could

be categorized into positive and negative ones or by assigning the corresponding

topic tag depending on the content of the evaluation, such as the label ”quality” or

”support”.

The application of this task is based on a pre-trained model in Greek documents

since the set of data used in the experiments is in the Greek language. In order for

the experimental methods used to be evaluated, special emphasis was placed on the

data set being as close as possible to the work performed but also including some

kind of validation tags that help evaluation in later stages.

Before deciding which methods were going to be used, research was done on which

were the first topic-modeling methods when topic modeling [30] and topic extraction

began to be widely used. Many research publications yielded interesting related

work but, on the whole, the new methods presented were the most interesting.

Historically, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)[25] has been a popular algorithm

for the task of topic modelling.

According to LDA, each document is a distribution of topics and each topic is

a distribution of words. So, each sentence inside a document consists of di↵erent

topics. Hence, the main topic of a document is calculated by finding the most
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

Figure 1.2: Digestion topic modeling visualization[2].

probable topic of the sentences.

Figure 1.3: Topics[3].

The research then proceeded to more recent methods and was shown that trans-

former models performed better as these models deal with the idea of vector em-
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1.1 : Problem description

beddings [51] where each word in a sentence is a unique vector, as its uniqueness is

determined by the words on the left and right of that word (contextual embeddings).

The same word therefore has di↵erent embedding in two di↵erent sentences and the

more similar these sentences are then the more similar their vectors are.

This idea was started by the recurring neural network (RNN) [38] models where

the memory feature first appeared, although over the years RNNs have been replaced

mainly by models of attention following new papers leading up to the announcement

of BERT, which revolutionized NLP and its applications as the accuracy on a wide

range of tasks has increased significantly compared to older techniques.

In parallel with the experiments with BERT [28], which is based on the attention

mechanism, it is decided that a comparison should be made with a non contextual

embedding model called Fast-Text[36], which is nothing more than a dictionary that

includes, for every single word it contains, only one vector and whose di↵erence with

BERT is that the vector of every word is not related to the context of the word before

or after it but is the same for every sentence containing this word more specifically,

this coding is based on the bag of words BOW [32] method.

In order for the models to be evaluated, suitable evaluation metrics must be se-

lected, for evaluating clustering results. Therefore, clustering algorithms are needed

in order to identify clusters of documents that are similar, which means that the con-

tent they are talking about is about the same. For example, the embeddings of two

identical sentences are exactly the same. These two embeddings in two dimensions

could obviously be depicted as two points that are tangent to the two-dimensional

space and therefore, since they are very close to each other, they belong to the same

complex. A simple criterion for whether they belong to the same group could be

Euclidean distance.

Thus, various clustering metrics are applied to evaluate whether the clustering

algorithms are able to cluster the documents correctly. Finally, after applying the

our selected metrics in performance, the majority of measurements shows that BERT

yielded indeed better results compared to the FAST-TEXT.

The task of this thesis try to gather documents and classify them by topic. In

particular, in addition to the words used to create vectors and, therefore, used in
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

Figure 1.4: Document clustering[1].

clustering algorithms, the time entity could be included in data as a feature. Time

is a very important characteristic in documents derived from news sources referring

to events or news items, as the characteristic of time may be a strict condition of

similarity in news items or events that can be connected many times.

1.2 Thesis structure

The thesis consists of five chapters: the first is an introduction, the second

is about the related work which presents the background of topic modeling and

document clustering. The third chapter deals with suggested approaches, includes

the discussions about all these methods which are applied or tried and explains the

implementation of this thesis.

The fourth chapter includes all the experiments, information about the data-

set used, how algorithms were applied, the experimental process and results. At

the end, the thesis finishes with the fifth chapter which includes the conclusions and

future work, which includes a summary of the dissertation, conclusions and thoughts

about future improvements.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1 Topic modelling

NLP is a research challenge in the field of computer science as it can enable com-

puters to perceive some meaning of human natural language in various documents.

A document could be anything from a book or an article or even an email. Topic

modeling is very popular in the field of text mining and has many approaches which

have been presented.

Many papers have been published in the field of NLP and many methods have

been applied in other fields such as software engineering, political science, medicine,

linguistics, etc. There are many topic modeling techniques and one of the most

popular is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)[25].

Topic modeling is very important in natural language processing. Many re-

searchers have just used or relied on the very popular LDA as a baseline to develop

new methods. For example, some researchers have used this model to extract topics

from political debates, while others have tried to extract opinions through a large

number of evaluations on a particular topic.

Other researchers have also developed models that could understand code in

the field of software engineering. These could detect di↵erences in software code

and eventually be able to categorize systems after training in millions of projects.

Researchers have also focused on opinion mining systems, image categorization,
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2.1 : Topic modelling

recommendation systems and emotion categorization.

2.1.1 LDA as a baseline for other approaches

According to LDA, documents are treated as a mixture of topics. Each document is

considered a probability distribution around a set of topics. Thus, a document can

be represented by a possible distribution in di↵erent topics. That is, LDA considers

documents as a mix of topics where each topic is a distribution over words. Thus,

each sentence in a document has a distribution of topics according to the words that

make it up.

Accordingly, each word of a sentence in the document represents a topic. So

the word in the sentence with the largest proportion in the words that make it up

represents the topic of this sentence. Consequently, the sentence with the highest

proportion in the sentences of the entire document represents the topic that this

document is ultimately related to.

Figure 2.1: Schematic of LDA algorithm[16].

TopicSketch [55]is a very interesting approach to extracting topics from Twitter

posts depending on the growth rate of tweets on a topic. In essence, this method

tries to detect a large flow of tweets about a certain topic, that is, a big change in

the growth rate of tweet creation for this particular news item.

This means that, at the time when there is a ”bursty” issue, many people si-

multaneously post a tweet about this topic so the tweet ratio in some time windows

is much higher than the tweet ratio on a topic that is not generally flaming in the
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same time windows. It essentially tries to find the ”acceleration” of the flow of news

about an event that is happening at that moment, thus signaling the existence of a

fiery subject, such as the stormy leak of posts when an earthquake occurs as well as

in several time windows after the event.

Another interesting approach is ET-LDA [21] which is a model that analyzes

data from Twitter to extract facts but also to analyze tweet behaviors. TopicSpam

[37] is also a model that tries to predict whether a review is true or false.

Another very important post is t-BERT [41] which combines LDA and BERT

methods by merging their output as feature input into a deep-learning model. This

paper examines whether topics along with word embeddings will ultimately improve

Bert’s performance. Indeed, the performance of this model is clearly better than

with the single use of Bert so a combination of these two methods shows better

results.

Another very interesting approach is topic modeling in embedding spaces[29]

which transfers topics to embedding space in order to see how topic-words are related

to the words in the vocabulary which the model has learned.

In general, LDA has been used as an important baseline for creating models

that perform various tasks such as being able to locate and categorize objects in

an image, extracting political views such as a ratio, for example yes or no to a

referendum according to tweeter’s data.

2.2 Clustering

There are di↵erent approaches and algorithms for clustering [57] tasks that can

be divided into three subcategories: partition-based clustering such as k-means [58]

, k-median [33], hierarchical clustering such as Agglomerative [22], Divisive and

Density clustering such as HDBSCAN [39].

2.2.1 HDBSCAN

HDBSCAN[39] is an extension of DBSCAN and is a method that makes few as-

sumptions about the data and does not depend on the noise, shape or size of the
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cluster areas. What it does is essentially try to locate very dense areas separated

by sparse areas such as an island in the sea.

2.2.2 K-means

K-means is the simplest and most popular clustering algorithm. The number of

clusters must be given as input to start the process. It initially assigns random points

equal to a number obtained from the previously-mentioned parameter and now these

points are the new centroids which are the centers of each cluster respectively.

In each iteration, it measures the distances between each point and the centers

of the clusters and assigns the points to the corresponding cluster based on how

close the points are around the corresponding center of the cluster. It also moves

centroids appropriately trying to find equal distances between the center and the

points belonging to this group. The algorithm stops when it completes the required

number of iterations or when the centers of the clusters stop changing position in

space.

2.2.3 Mean Shift

Mean Shift [26] is a hierarchical grouping algorithm. It does not make assumptions

about data, nor does it need the number of clusters as input because it finds it on its

own. The algorithm considers the points as a sample of some distribution and tries

to locate the local maxima of the curve that symbolizes the density of the points

using the Gradient descent method.

2.2.4 Agglomerative clustering

The agglomerative clustering [22] is one of the best-known types of hierarchical

clustering algorithms and is based on point representation in a tree structure. More

specifically, it recognizes each point as a separate cluster and then merges the nearest

clusters, starting to form clusters of multiple points.

- 10 -
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2.3 Embeddings

Texts are often not very easy to give as input to machine learning algorithms.

This creates the need to convert words into numbers that are better understood

by computers. A representation of words and therefore of texts are called embed-

ding. Embeddings are just vectors representing words, sentences or even whole

texts. There are many approaches that can turn an entire piece of text into vector

embeddings.

A cluster refers to a collection of data points that are close together due to certain

similarities. There are many clustering algorithms that work in di↵erent ways, but

their common goal is to find clusters or texts that are similar. When the texts are

similar they have similar embeddings and are close together within the embedding

space. Therefore, clustering algorithms look for similarities or inequalities between

data points.

It is an unsupervised learning method as there is no label indicating which data

points belong to which clusters. This means that the sole purpose of these methods

is to be able to successfully detect the right labels. So the only thing that can be

checked beforehand is the input that will be given to the respective algorithm and

here the input is embeddings. So in order for the quality of the embeddings to be

high enough to get the best results, enough focus must be given to the quality of

the data-set to be experimented with.

Evaluating the performance of this task is quite arduous as the algorithm tries,

taking all the embeddings as input, to render the clusters as output. Theoretically,

each cluster should contain only similar documents. In practice, the clustering task

is not perfect as some similar documents may not be so close eventually resulting in

clustering errors.

2.3.1 BERT

In 2018, many deep-learning models gave a new twist to NLP, mainly in tasks such

as question-answer or emotion classification, giving state-of-the-art results, with the
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state-of-the-art model being BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from

Transformers), which is based on Transformer architecture.

BERT is pre-trained through two unsupervised methods: the first one is mask

modeling, i.e. the model tries to predict the missing word based on its left and

right content, and the second is to predict the next sentence where the model tries

to correctly predict if one sentence follows another. So here also comes the idea of

transfer learning as BERT does not need to be trained from scratch in every new

task. BERT uses multiple levels of attention as well as multiple attention heads,

reaching hundreds of di↵erent attention mechanisms.

Figure 2.2: The idea of transfer learning[5].

BERT actually learns multiple attention heads that work in parallel with each

other. Multi-head attention allows the model to capture a wider range of word

relationships than could be done with a single attention mechanism. BERT also

accumulates several levels of attention, each of which acts as an output to the next

level entry. Through this repetitive synthesis of word embedding, BERT is able to

form very rich representations as it reaches the deeper levels of the model. Because

attention heads do not share the parameters, each head learns a unique attention

pattern.
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Figure 2.3: BERT during language modeling while one word is masked and trying to
predict it[4].

2.3.2 FASTTEXT

Another di↵erent approach model have also been proposed which is called FAST-

TEXT. This can achieve a very good performance in word representations, especially

in the case of rare words by using information at the character level. The algorithm

is a non- contextual approach because each word is converted into a vector embed-

dings without any dependence on the other words surrounding it in a sentence. So,

unlike BERT, the same word in two completely di↵erent sentences based on FAST-

TEXT will be represented with exactly the same vector which, of course, always

depends on the training done before.

2.4 Technical background

2.4.1 RNN & LSTM

While LDA is primarily about statistical calculations, innovation began when ma-

chine learning and especially departmental learning gave a di↵erent approach to

NLP. The first deep neural networks [47] attempted to give another representation

to the data in general. Long-term memory (LSTM) [50] was the first recurrent
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neural network (RNN) model to introduce the concept of memory.

Figure 2.4: RNN architecture[20].

RNN could read a phrase word by word serially without resetting the parameters

from the beginning and this gave them the great advantage that they could see all

the words of the sentence without changing the parameters of the model. Thanks to

the attention [34] mechanism that essentially provided a representation of the rela-

tionship between the words of a sentence, RNNs were allowed to emphasize specific

input words in the process of predicting the next output word, which increased the

quality of these models.

A task example based on RNNs could be a chat bot or automatic translation

system. The main problem of LSTM is that the model works in serial mode which

makes training slow and also that, due to the vanishing gradient [35] issue, it is

ine�cient in large sentences or big text.

Figure 2.5: LSTM architecture[6].
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Figure 2.6: LSTM architecture[17].

2.4.2 Attention mechanism

However, the most important component of LSTM that helped in its further devel-

opment of NLP architectures is as mentioned above in the attention mechanism. In

LSTM, the final state of the RNN or encoder must contain information about the

entire input sequence. An important disadvantage of this architecture is that the

encoding must represent the entire input sequence as a single vector[48], which can

cause information loss as all information must be compressed in this vector.

Figure 2.7: LSTM attention mechanism.

As explained in the paper of attention in 2015 [44], a possible issue with the
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encoder-decoder approach [27] is that a neural network must be able to compress

all the necessary information of a sentence in a fixed length vector. This can make

it di�cult for the neural network to deal with large sentences, especially those that

are larger than the sentences in the training.

2.4.3 Transformer

In 2017, a new network architecture is proposed called Transformer[53] and instead

of using recurrence, it relies entirely on attention mechanism to find input- output

relationships. The transformer is a stack of encoders and decoders.

Figure 2.8: The transformer architecture[7].

2.5 Evaluation metrics

2.5.1 Homogeneity

Homogeneity metric[10] computes how much clear the cluster are. High homogeneity

means that each cluster don’t include many documents from other clusters. It’s like

measuring precision on pair permutations.

2.5.2 Completeness

Completeness metric[11] computes how many documents clustered are correctly clus-

tered and there is no dependence in the existence of documents which belongs to
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other clusters. It’s like measuring recall on pair permutations.

2.5.3 V-measure

V-measure metric[12] is the harmonic mean between Homogeneity and Complete-

ness. It’s like F1 on homogeneity and completeness.

2.5.4 Rand index

Rand Index (ARI)[13] creates all possible pairs in order to calculate the percentage

of correct decisions made by the algorithm. It can be computed using the following

formula where TP is the number of true positives, TN is the number of true nega-

tives, FP is the number of false positives, and FN is the number of false negatives.

ARI = (TP + TN)/(TP + FP + FN + TN) (2.1)

2.5.5 Adjusted Rand index

Adjusted Rand Index[14] calculates the percentage of how much better is our cluster-

ing compared with a random permutation model, defining random clustering, which

requires that we have a distribution of clusters, and each cluster has same number of

instances. In practice, there is no chance this is true, because it can a↵ect cases like

the number of clusters is known from beginning of the experiment, so ARI may not

fit so good our task. So, ARI compares its random clustering performance with the

real clustering performance both based on the true labels. If the random clustering

is better than the clustering result of the experiment the number is negative, if the

is not better is positive and if are equal then the number is zero.

adjustedrandscore(a, b) == adjustedrandscore(b, a) (2.2)
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2.5 : Evaluation metrics

2.5.6 Adjusted Mutual Information

Adjusted Mutual Information[15] may then be defined to be the below formula. It

is mutual information corrected for chance.

AMI(U, V ) = [MI(U, V )�E(MI(U, V ))]/[avg(H(U), H(V ))�E(MI(U, V ))] (2.3)

2.5.7 Normalized Mutual Information

Normalized Mutual Information (NMI)[8] calculates the mutual information between

two clusterings. It is based on the probability a point to belongs to both clusters U

and V.

Figure 2.9: Normalized Mutual Information formula[8].

2.5.8 Fowlkes-Mallows index

Fowlkes-Mallows Index (FMI)[9] is defined as the below formula where TP is the

number of true positives, FP is the number of false positives, and FN is the number

of false negatives. TPR is the true positive rate, also called sensitivity or recall, and

PPV is the positive predictive rate, also known as precision.

Figure 2.10: Fowlkes-Mallows index formula[9].
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Chapter 3

Proposed Approaches

3.1 Document clustering with LDA

Document clustering is a very di�cult task and di↵erent approaches have been

tried to get the best results. So in this thesis, many applied approaches have been

tried such as LDA, BERT and FastText. As a first set of experiments, we used a

corpus with known (labelled) topics (i.e. 20-newsgroup corpus), in order to evaluate

an unsupervised approach, more specifically LDA, on the task of topic extraction.

The purpose was to find topics and classify some documents into these topics

using LDA. The corpus was split in train and test sets, where the training set of

documenst were analysed by LDA to extract the topics, and the held out test docu-

ments were classified into the extracted topics. Initial results were not satisfactory.

Further attempts to tune hyperparameters did not help, as the performance of LDA

has not improved significantly.

3.2 Embeddings-based clustering

An alternative approach for extracting topics from documents is been proposed.

This approach tries to exploit embeddings representing documents, and applies sev-

eral clustering algorithms (i.e. KMeans, HDBSCAN, Agglomerative clustering and

Mean Shift) in order to cluster documents into topics. (We assume that each cluster

is a topic). This approach involves the following tasks: Document preprocessing,
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3.3 : Text pre-processing

including text cleaning, tokenisation, document represntation through embeddings,

clustering.

The application of this thesis includes a complete pipeline in which the embed-

ding process for each document is the key part. Flair[23] library is used to handle

the basic functions of the BERT model, such as the embedding process. Flair is

based on the ”hugging face” library of ”transformers”[54] which also provides thou-

sands of pre-trained models for performing tasks on texts such as classification,

topic-extracting and question-answering.

3.3 Text pre-processing

Another pre-processing function is document preparation. Text is the main input

for any type of NLP job such as sorting, question-answer, emotion analysis. The

text contains di↵erent symbols and words that do not convey meaning to the model

during training and need to be removed before being given to the model e↵ectively.

This method is called text preprocessing. Text preprocessing involves ASCII[56]

characters removing, lowercase convertion, punctuation removal and any symbol

that is not alphabetical or numeric. Another method is to remove stop words which

are words that do not add much meaning to a sentence, i.e. yes, it will.

3.4 Text tokenization and lemmatization

After the above basic refinement, tokenization [31] is sometimes used, i.e. turning

a sentence into a list of its words; stemming is another technique, which is the

process of reducing words to their roots. Also, lemmatization is another method of

text purification which, unlike stemming, reduces inflected words correctly ensuring

that the root word belongs to the language. In the implementation of this thesis,

only punctuation, ASCII and conversion of words from uppercase to lowercase have

been used.
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3.5 Using embeddings to represent documents

After text preprocessing, documents are ready to be converted to embeddings.

The basic idea is to get the vector embeddings of each document as input to clus-

tering algorithms for the purpose of document clustering. First each document

breaks into sentences and each sentence feeds the pre-trained BERT model to re-

turn embeddings vector in size 512. Thus, each document is converted into n vectors

embeddings where is the number of sentences.

Sentences that are too small, such as two words or less, or more than 512 words

(exceeding the number of input tokens a typical transformer such as BERT can

accept) are deleted from the dataset. Typically, the first sentences contain the

main topic of the whole document but we take the average of the vectors of all the

sentences. For this reason, the implementation initially uses only the title of the

text at first, then uses the title and the first sentence and gradually increases the

information window seen by the model to study the relationship of the first sentences

to the content of the central idea of the entire document.

Another parameter is the type of employed embeddings. Embeddings can be

separated into two major categories: 1) contextual embeddings exploit the con-

text arround each word in the calculation of its embedding. Thus, the same word

can have di↵erent embeedings based on the context the word has been used in. A

typical approach for obtaining contextual embeddings is BERT. 2) Non contextual

embddings, where the context of words is not considered during embeddings gener-

ation. A word has the same embeedings vector, no matter the context it appears in.

Popular approaches for this kind of embeddings are Word2Vec[40], GloVE[42], and

FastText[24]. For the work presented in this thesis, we used only FastText, because

of its ability to hadle better unknown (out-of-vocabulary) words, as it uses sub-word

units that include individual characters.

3.6 Embeddings clustering

Once all the documents have been converted into embedding vectors, the final

step of the proposed approach is to cluster the embeddings representing the doc-
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uments. Several clustering algorithms have been evaluated on the task of topic

extraction starting with Kmeans waiting for the number of input clusters, which

number, thanks to the data-set created especially for this task, is known from the

beginning.

Then, HDBSCAN is applied by reducing the dimensionality of the integration

vectors before using UMAP[45] function. Mean-shift and agglomerative clustering

follow without the need for the number of clusters as an input. Some visualizations

is developed using PCA [49] and TSNE [43] to show how document embedding

vectors are displayed, in which some documents are very close together giving the

impression that they belong to the same topic (cluster).
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Chapter 4

Methodoly, Experiments And

Results

4.1 Thesis approach

The problem that this thesis addresses is topic modeling and, therefore, the

creation of a model that is capable of clustering similar documents. What is under-

standable is that topic modeling tries to extract the topics that a document consists

of. As a result, the topic of a document can be visible with labels, without having

to read it in order for a human to draw conclusions.

The task of topic-modeling model has concerned many researches in the field of

natural language processing. Taking language as an important parameter and the

fact that we need embeddings in the language of the documents, the availability

of pre-trained embeddings for the target language is important. In the case of

this thesis, the language is Greek and, therefore, all experimentation are done with

a Greek data-set. Transformers through the Hugging Face platform o↵ers many

pre-trained models in many languages (including Greek). FASTTEXT also has a

Greek model. For each task an appropriate, labeled with topics, dataset is required,

which can be used for evaluating and comparing the clustering algoriths. Document

clustering is an unsupervised task and a good data-set is required.
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4.2 : Topic modeling methods

4.2 Topic modeling methods

Many methods have been published and one of them is LDA. This method as-

sumes that a document is written based on certain topics proportions. That is,

it assumes that every word leads to a topic and each sentence is the sum of its

proportions of the topic of each word. Thus, each document is the sum of the pro-

portions of the topics of the sentences where the main topic of a document is the

most frequently occurring topic.

Figure 4.1: Prediction results of LDA with unseen documents.

Initially, this method was evaluated using a known 20-news-groups data-set con-

taining various documents, taken either from emails or other sources, and a label

depending on the topic to which it refers. LDA analyzed this data-set and some

documents was applied for evaluation of its ability to finally be able to find the topic
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to which it belongs. Due to the weak performance of LDA on the topic modelling

task for the 20newsgoups dataset, our bibliographic reaserh has been extended to

identify other approaches suitbale for our task.

Figure 4.2: Output of LDA after training with the NewsGroups data-set.

In order to apply clustering, we need to convert documents into vectors, whose

distance can be measured by the various clustering algorithms (K-means, HDBS-

DCAN, Meanshift and Agglomerative clustering). For representing documents as

vectors, pre-trained embeddings have been used, both non-contextual (focusing on

FASTETX) and contextual (focusing on BERT). Thus, by converting the texts into

numbers, and specifically into vectors, they could later be given as input to cluster-

ing algorithms which, by taking these vectors, could create clusters. It is expected

that similar documents will be close to each other, and belong to the same cluster,

and finally classify similar documents together.

4.3 The data-set used

Since we did not have access to an existing dataset, labelled with topics, in the

Greek language, we followed an approach to create such a corpus. For the purposes

of this thesis, we collected 200 topics from Google news, along with 4 news items for

each topic. The data-set includes similar documents and, a label that reveals which

documents are in the same cluster, that is, they talk about exactly the same thing.
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4.3 : The data-set used

Specific script is created which takes some of the article links under each topic

that appears on the main page of the Google news site automatically every eight

hours. More specifically, by taking the link of the first five similar articles but from a

di↵erent source under each cluster, i.e. under each Google news topic, the document

could be extracted from the corresponding source found by Google.

Essentially, documents from each link of the same news item are quite similar,

if not exactly the same, so along with the extraction of the documents, labels are

included that indicate the unique number of the cluster, or otherwise the news item

that belongs to it, so it is known from the beginning which documents or otherwise

which news items are the same and belong to the same cluster.

The reason why documents are exported every eight hours is because there needs

to be uniqueness in the content of the documents and, consequently, the news as

Google news often brought to the fore news that had reappeared in the past. This

would result in extracting documents from multiple clusters that would address the

same issue, which would distort the purpose of the process but also create problems

of unreliability of the model metrics. So the choice of the eight-hour interval was

considered ideal after testing so that most, if not all, of the topics were unique within

the data-set.

The process of extracting documents is completed when about two hundred clus-

ters are collected, i.e. di↵erent topics that were identified by Google news through

various sources - news articles; a manual formal check begins to ensure that these

two hundred topics are unique and do not contain garbage. For example, a cluster

from the dataset contains about four documents, all of which refer to just one topic,

which may be a new earthquake activity. It is an absolute prerequisite that all these

four articles that belong to this cluster only talk about this news item. For the

purpose of evaluating the performance of the model, the cluster ID was created for

each article in order to know which cluster each document belongs to.

Pygooglenews library was used to export HTML content because it is partially

exported every eight hours to avoid duplicate articles and to make sure that only

di↵erent news items are exported. The format of the file that contains the document

links is as follows: cluster ID, article title, and the URL that contains the document.
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Scrappy is then used as a library to retrieve the document via the URLs given as

input. This is immediately followed by the saving of the documents in a file, in

which each record is a document or, in other words, an article, and on the left of

the document, i.e. in the next column, the unique cluster number is included, which

indicates which cluster the document belongs to.

4.4 Dataset clean up

The extracted documents may contain punctuation marks and some strange

characters which could reduce the quality of the embeddings. So with the help of

the text preprocessing function that has been created according to the needs of this

process, all the weird characters, punctuation marks and numbers are removed from

the documents. So when it is ensured that the dateset does not contain unaccept-

able characters, then the process of converting the documents to vectors begins.

What clustering algorithms need are the vector representations of the documents.

The model used for the export of embeddings is BERT, which is pre-trained, i.e.

its weights have already been adjusted based on the training made by the Greek

community in Greek data. So the model does not need to be trained from scratch

as the model is already able to convert the documents to vectors.

4.5 Documents handle for embeddings

Figure 4.3: Thesis’ document clustering approach architecture.

The creation of embeddings is performed in a loop n times, where n is the number
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of sentences of each document that the model processes in each iteration in order

to create the vector representations. For example, in the first iteration, the model

is fed with the title of each document without the text. In the next iteration, the

first sentence of the document is added and the number of sentences the model sees

gradually increases over the iterations.

So, little by little, the whole document is fed to the model. This is one way for

the relationship of the number of sentences in a document with the performance

of the model to be checked. The clustering method is tested with the help of four

algorithms of di↵erent philosophy in order to measure the performance of each one,

also of course in relation to the increase of the sentences that the model is fed with.

The results concerning each number of sentences for each clustering algorithm are

stored in a file for later use in the visualization of each metric. The algorithms used

to create embeddings are BERT and FASTTEXT.

There is no need to optimize the clustering algorithms as, from what was proved

after experiments, the algorithms give better results with default parameters. The

purpose of embeddings clustering is to find documents that belong to the same

cluster. Labels created together with the dataset are used to measure clustering

algorithms performance.

Figure 4.4: Documents embedding space visualization[19].
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4.6 Experiments

The experiments are performed on an NVIDIA GTi GPU with 11 Gb ram with

very good performance as it managed to perform the full experimental task in just

six hours while on a simple personal computer with dual core CPU, it takes a week,

so the di↵erence is great. Below are the diagrams showing the clustering accuracy

for each cluster algorithm for the number of model process propositions.

All the measurements agreed on the changes in accuracy as, in the beginning, the

more the number of sentences fed by the model increased, the more the accuracy

increased. The second observation is that the performance is constant when the

number of sentences fed by the model is more than five, so it can be understood that

this document-clustering task only needs the first five sentences and that, without

the rest of the document, the performance remains constant and does not increase.

There is an iteration based on the number of sentences encoded in embeddings

from the begining of the document. As we want to measure the e↵ect of the portion

of a document that should be considered for extracting topics.

Figure 4.5: BERT embeddings with agglomerative clustering accuracy.
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Figure 4.6: BERT embeddings with HDBSCAN clustering accuracy.

Figure 4.7: BERT embeddings with K-means clustering accuracy.
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Figure 4.8: BERT embeddings with MeanShift clustering accuracy.

Figure 4.9: FASTTEXT embeddings with agglomerative clustering accuracy.
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Figure 4.10: FASTTEXT embeddings with HDBSCAN clustering accuracy.

Figure 4.11: FASTTEXT embeddings with K-means clustering accuracy.
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Figure 4.12: FASTTEXT embeddings with MeanShift clustering accuracy.

4.7 Results

The experiments performed focused on the comparison of the BERT and FAST-

TEXT models as well as the clustering algorithms. Each diagram shows the perfor-

mance of the clustering in relation to the number of sentences that each time the

models make embeddings for all the data-set and with respect to several evalua-

tion metrics such as homogeneity, completeness, V-measure, Rand index, Adjusted

Rand index, Adjusted Mutual Information, Normalized Mutual Information and

Fowlkes-Mallows index .

For example, in the first iteration, the models receive as input only the title of

each document within the corpus. In the second iteration the models receive the title

and the first sentence of the document and so on. So in a total of thirty iterations

the models run through the entire corpus and in each iteration the performance of

the algorithm is measured in a set of four di↵erent clustering algorithms and a set

of eight di↵erent metrics.

K-Means and HDBSCAN algorithms show very good results in general in the
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Highest Performance clustering metrics based on BERT

K-Means HDBSCAN Mean Shift Agglom.

Homogeneity 0.82 0.87 0.07 0.11

Completeness 0.85 0.84 1.00 0.84

V-measure 0.83 0.85 0.12 0.19

Rand-index 0.99 0.99 0.13 0.50

Adjusted-Rand-index 0.29 0.29 0.00 0.00

Adjusted-Mutual-Info 0.42 0.40 0.01 0.15

Normalized-Mutual-Info 0.83 0.85 0.12 0.20

Fowlkes-Mallows 0.30 0.30 0.06 0.08

Table 4.1: Highest Performance clustering metrics based on BERT

majority of metrics in both document representation models. According to the

metrics, Mean-shift and Agglomerative clustering give lower performance results for

both representation models. In general both models present similar performance

over the clustering algorithms.

Highest Performance clustering metrics based on FastText

K-Means HDBSCAN Mean Shift Agglom.

Homogeneity 0.80 0.87 0.07 0.10

Completeness 0.84 0.84 0.78 0.79

V-measure 0.82 0.85 0.13 0.17

Rand-index 0.99 0.99 0.14 0.50

Adjusted-Rand-index 0.25 0.30 0.00 0.00

Adjusted-Mutual-Info 0.39 0.38 0.02 0.13

Normalized-Mutual-Info 0.82 0.85 0.13 0.17

Fowlkes-Mallows 0.26 0.29 0.06 0.07

Table 4.2: Highest Performance clustering metrics based on FastText

According to the metrics, it is also noticed that first five sentences approximately

can result in highest performance and there is no need to feed models with the

entire document. So, it seems that each document contains the main topic at the

first sentences including the title. It can be told that clustering algorithms get best

results with first five approximately sentences.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Work

5.1 Resume

The issue this thesis addresses is topic extraction from document in the Greek

language and document clustering according to their content so that documents that

refer to the same topic are in the same cluster. After researching related tasks, state

of the art methods of topic modelling, extraction and document representation are

explored and applied. BERT and FASTTEXT are among the state-of-the-art tech-

nologies used to export embeddings, making BERT give better results. Experiments

show that BERT creates higher quality embeddings and therefore represents doc-

uments better than FASTTEXT. The optimal number of sentences in a document

so that the clustering performance is the highest is five, taken from the beginning

of the document. To evaluate the clustering performance, several clustering metrics

are applied.

5.2 Conclusions

In this thesis, the use of document representation models are tried: BERT model

and FAST-TEXT. Both by incorporating document embeddings into the clustering

process extracting document relatedness information captured in word embeddings.

The experimental comparison on custom document corpus which is created from

scratch for this thesis shows that BERT improved clustering performance results but
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based on the metrics non context embedding methods like FastText can challenge

context-based embeddings method like BERT. One conclusion that comes out after

experiment is that news article documents usually mention the topic within the first

five sentences as the rest of the text does not add any value to the news identification.

In general document clustering task works in K-Means and HDBSCAN based on the

metrics. K-means and HDBSCAN are more combatable on this task in comparison

with Mean-shift and Agglomerative clustering and also, good quality corpus leads

to better clustering results.

5.3 Future work

In the approach of this thesis, time did not exist as a variable in the representa-

tion of documents. From papers that were researched, it is tried to integrate time

as an entity and tried to locate in time windows various news articles that could

be linked to each other so that, in addition to the representation of the documents,

criterion for the similarity between documents would be the similarity in the time of

publication of an article. This is something that may be able to increase clustering

performance and get better results if the time entity is integrated into the document

embeddings process. It could be found out alternative document embeddings calcu-

lations with weights over the sentences of the documents. It would also be an asset,

adding other NLP methods and combine for example word frequency with embed-

dings. One approach that also can increase performance would be choosing better

quality document streams like posts from Twitter or enhancing text pre-processing

in order to get more clear text or even normalizing embedding vectors through di-

mensionality reduction would probable help K-means to give better performance.
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